
May Might

Name: Date: __/__/20__

It ___________ a good idea to have a party.1. (be)might be

If only this bubble __________________!2. (not/burst)might not burst

______________________ with this man?3. (how far/he/go/?)How far might he go

Two persons ________________ at once; two persons _______________
with each other; all talk is to be general and on the topic assigned, and while
one is speaking, the others must listen.

4.

(not/speak) (not/talk)

may not speak may not talk

But she charged him never to speak to her after that fashion again; and this
he promised, that he _________________ the pleasure and honour of her
conversation.

5.

(not/lose)
might not lose

No man ____________ against such a thing.6. (guard)may guard

It _____________ a fine mind, but it is a good mind.7. (not/be)may not be

Then he pressed a last thimble on her sweet little mouth, and covered his
face with his hands so that he ________________ her go.
8.

(not/see)might not see

I ________________ you are in the right.9. (not/think)may not think

You _____________ how he knew it.10. (wonder)may wonder

____________ when you saw her?11. (I/ask/?)May I ask

He-Orion-of course is out of the question; but I often ask myself whether
you _________________ matters with the others.
12.

(not/mend)might not mend

This large explanation __________________ for the summer
restlessness that overtakes nearly everybody.
13.

(not/account)
may not account

He ___________ in a very similar position.14. (be)might be

They ______________ he was a spy.15. (think)might think
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We _______________ after all, dear, we ___________ it turn out trumps.16.
(not/sell) (find)

may not sell may find

But Frank _______________ to come.17. (not/wish)may not wish

Then without we be given, we _______________.18. (not/come)may not come

I really think they __________________ me.19. (past/tell)might have told

If so, it _______________ too late.20. (not/be)might not be
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